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A hundred years of entomology at Oxford
by

G. D. HALE CARPENTER, M.B.E., D.M. (Oxon.)

(Hope Professor of Zoology (Entomology) in the University of Oxford)

The Hope Department of Entomology in the museum of the

University of Oxford originated in 1849, when the Reverend F.

W. Hope, F.R.S., presented his collections and library to the

University, and appointed J. O. We s t w o o d as its keeper. On
completion of the new museum about 1860 the great collections

were moved there and in 1861 the Hope chair was established

with Westwood as the first Professor. On his death E. B.

P o u 1 1 o n was elected in 1 893 and held office until he retired in

1933, when the present writer was elected.

This is not the occasion for dwelling on the famous collections,

which have been enlarged until they now occupy a quarter of an
acre of floor space and embrace a great number of TYPES
described by H o p e, We s t wo o d, and many other taxonomists.

It is intended here to dwell upon the difference in outlook since the

'pre-Origin' days of a hundred years ago.

J. O. We s t w o o d was of the old school, firmly believing in

the fixity of species, design, analogy, and the beneficent wisdom
of the Creator. The current views on the coloration of insects were
expounded by K i r b y and S p e n c e. For instance, Providence
had contrived that some insects should resemble parts of plants, or

earth, for their protection —it was a 'provision of nature'. Expo-
nents of this view, however, overlooked the obvious corollary —
that the provision of nature "was somewhat one-sided : the insect

escaped its enemies, it is true, but the latter had to go hungry ! It

was forgotten that countless species did not escape their enemies.

Ma c 1 e a y's doctrine of 'analogy' ( 1 ) was pushed to such an
extreme that the butterfly w^as regarded as giving some idea of

angels, whilst "other insects seem emblematical of a different class

of unearthly beings —we can hardly help regarding them as aptly

symbolizing evil demons, the enemies of man".
It was necessary to seek for some means of protection against

enemies for every species : concealment was one means, but how
could conspicuousness, which must be acknowledged, be explained ?

Many brightly coloured species were supposed to look hke flowers,

the only brightly coloured objects in their environment.

Threatening attitudes had to be explained, however. The well

known Ma/acftfus beetles "endeavour to alarm enemies and show
their rage by puffing out and inflating four vesicles from the sides of
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the body, which are of a bright red, soft, and of an irregular shape.

When the cause of the alarm is removed they are retracted". It

seems doubtful nowadays if a hungry enemy would be "alarmed"

by the "rage" of a beetle less than half an inch long ! The obser-

vation w^as correct, but its real significance was missed, and had
to await the doctrine of natural selection.

There was another class of coloration in which one insect resem-

bled another. Kirby wrote (2) of "that plan of Creative Wis-
dom by which a symbolical relationship connects such

of his creatures, as in other respects are placed in opposition to

each other, as well as a natural affinity those that really

approximate". He was well aware of the likeness to Bombus shown
by Syrphid fhes of the genus Volucella which enter bees' nests

in order to lay their eggs therein : it was supposed that the larvae

of the flies devoured those of the bees. The resemblance of fly to

bee was a provision of the Author of nature so that it might de-

ceive the bee and enter the nest unmolested for its fell purpose.

It is now known however that Volucella is a scavenger rather than

a predator, and the explanation falls to the ground.

Resemblances of one insect to another were commented upon
by many observers in pre-Darwinian days ! Thus, the great African
traveller W. J. Bur cheli noted in his journal in 1828 (3) that

a certain spider was "Black runs and seems like an ant with

large extended jaws". Although Burchell recognized the de-

ceptive value, for preservation, of likeness of a desert insect to a

plant or a stone he did not attempt to assign a protective value to

the resemblance of spider to ant. Other writers commented upon
the hkeness of 'clear-wing' moths (Aegeriidae) to Hymenoptera
but made no attempt to explain it by other than theological views.

It is interesting, from the point of view of this contribution, to

consider the attitude of the first Hope Professor towards likenes-

ses between insects. In 1837 he wrote a paper (4) designed to

supply additional illustrations to K i r b y's account of Ma c L e a y's

doctrine in which Kirby points out the confusion which has

occasionally arisen in attempts made to distribute the objects of

nature according to their natural relations, in consequence of the

authors of such attempts having no clear perception of the distinct-

ions which exist between the two kinds of relations above men-
tioned, and therefore confounding them together, or even occa-

sionally giving the higher rank to relations of analogy instead of

affinity. We s t w o o d continues "The object of the following

remarks is still further to illustrate the theory in question, and to

show that from the entirely relative and comparative nature of these

relations, founded as they both are upon more or less perfect resem-

blance, two animals may at the same time be allied together both

by affinity and analogy ; in other words, two animals may possess

totally independant relations both of affinity and analogy : thus,

whilst the goatsucker and the swallow are related to each other by
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analogy when we look to the class of birds alone, we find them
related together by affinity when the comparison is made between
them both as birds with the bat among Mammalia. In like

manner, whilst the bat and the swallow are thus related together by
analogy as members of the classes Aves and Mammalia,
they must be considered to be related together by affinity as v e r-

tebrated animals when we compare them with the dragon-
fly amongst the Invertebrata.

The truly comparative nature of these relations has not been
hitherto stated, and hence, as it appears to me, has originated much
of the misconception which still exists even among professed natu-

ralists, many of whom are ready to admit the existence of relations

among natural objects founded upon more or less complete resem-
blances, but yet of equivalent value, without perceiving the

various natures, and consequently varied value, of such relations".

In a footnote WestAvood continued "One of the chief diffi-

culties connected with this subject is that of drawing the precise

line between these two kinds of relations (hence the difficulties

connected with the true location of Mantispa) ; this is not a httle

increased by the evident distinctions existing amongst each class

of relations : thus affinities may be so concealed as to escape the

eye even of professed naturalists ; hence the Homopterous genus
Aleyrodes so completely puts on the appearance of a moth, that

Linnaeus named it Phalaena Tinea proletella ; whilst F a b r i-

c i u s in all his works described an Orthopterous insect {Hymeno-
tes rhombea, V^estw. Proc. Zool. Soc, 1837, p. 130.) under the

Homopterous genus Membracis ; the precise relations of these in-

sects being disguised affinities... Again, analogies may
be equally disguised No one would suppose that any rela-

tion could exist between a butterfly and a woodlouse (beyond that

of each being a Condylopodous animal), and yet by comparing the

imperfect state of Thecla with the perfect state of Oniscus we find

them to possess 'a disguised analogical relatio n".

After commenting on K i r b y's examples We s t wo o d gave
some of his own, ending the list as follows —"But the most com-
plete instance which I have hitherto met with, of deception produ-

ced by an insect of one order assuming the appearance of another,

occurs in the species about to be described, and which for a great

length of time I had arranged in my cabinet amongst the Cicin-

delidae, regarding it as an immature CoUiuris or Tricondyla, al-

thought it in reality belongs to the order Orthoptera". The insect

was described as Condylodera tricondyloides, belonging to the

GryUidae, and Westwood concluded "I have applied the spe-

cific name of Tricondyloides to designate this insect, which not

only in its general form and nodose thorax, but also in its peculiar

colours (by which alone it is distinguished from nearly every other

Orthopterous insect), so singularly represents the Cicindelideous

genus Tricondyla. Another curious circumstance attendant upon
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this analogy is, that the locahty of both these groups is the same,

namely, Java ".

Thus the situation before the appearance of the 'Origin of Spe-

cies' was that a benificent Nature was supposed to have provided

that creatures could escape their enemies by concealment or by
threats of retahation, but likeness between unrelated insects could

only be explained as an example of some mysterious deep principle

of analogy which was supposed to give pleasure to the Creator

and might, in some cases, enable one insect to live at the expense

of another.

It is rather humorous to reflect that, while old time views had
been capable of ascribing fossils to a whim of the Creator, who
thought they might amuse or mystify mankind, it had not occurred

to anyone to suggest that the Creator had arranged that some
species should escape their enemies because they deceptively re-

sembled others known to be objectionable. The fundamental fact

at the bottom of all these deceptive resemblances was made clear

only after the publication of the joint theory of natural selection by
Darwin and Wa 1 1 a c e in 1 858.

It is not always recognized that one of the earliest applications

of this principle, by other observers, to phenomena noted in the

field was Bates' theory of Mimicry in 1862 (5). It is worth

noting that Bates wrote so much under the aura of the doctrine

of analogy that he referred to the phenomena he described as 'Mi-

metic analogies'.

It was recognised, before Bates' paper, that certain insects

may be endowed with such unpleasant characteristics that an

enemy which has once attacked and tasted one will in future disre-

gard others of the same sort. Bates, however, saw that the

enemy will also, in the presence of other more palatable food, dis-

regard other insects the coloration or movements of which remind
him of an unpleasant experience.

These points, memory and preference, are of fundamental im-

portance for mimicry, but are well established facts.

Bates suggested that, through the rejection by enemies of

variants departing from the normal appearance of their species

towards that of an objectionable species, the likeness, transmitted

by heredity, will become 'selected', and a new form will arise which,

in entirely superficial and unessential details of coloration and be-

haviour, resembles the more objectionable species sufficiently to

be, at least sometimes, mistaken for it. There is no need for

anything but superficial resemblance : so long as the eye is deceived

and contact with the enemy avoided, the end will be obtained. The
present writer beheves that if the following words were thoroughly

appreciated the phenomena of mimicry v/ould be better understood.

MIMICRY DECEIVES THE ARTIST, NOTTHE ANATO-
MIST. There can hardly be a better example of this than such a

spider as was noted by B u r c h e 1 1 ( vide supra ) . Ant-mimetic
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spiders are now known in considerable numbers, and in all warm
parts of the world. Yet there could hardly be a greater morpholo-
gical difference between two arthropods than that between a spi-

der and an ant. A spider has head and thorax blended into one
mass so that there is only one constriction, of anatomical meaning,

between the céphalothorax and abdomen. There are four pairs of

legs, and no antennae. An ant has head, thorax, and abdomen,
separated by two constrictions ; the head bears a conspicuous pair

of mobile antennae, and the thorax has only three pairs of legs.

Yet spiders have become so modified by habits, movements, and
entirely superficial alterations of shape that over and over again

they have been mistaken for ants by competent naturalists in the

field. The anterior pair of legs is held off the ground and moved
about like antennae : the habit of jumping, natural to the family

to which most ant-mimics belong, is suppressed until moments of

great danger call it into play, and the 'waist' of the ant is repre-

sented by a constriction of the posterior part of the cephalo-thorax

which is without any anatomical significance as regards deeper

structures.

The mistake made by We s t w o o d over Condylodera is very

instructive. A busy taxonomist occupied with large collections and
much new material, hastily concluded from a superficial examina-
tion of its appearance that an Orthopterous insect was Coleopte-

rous. When he was able to make a proper anatomical study the

deception was apparent. He noted as 'curious' the fact that this

insect occurred in the same locahty as that which it resembled :

on the theory of analogy this is indeed curious, and without

meaning, whereas on the theory of mimicry it is of high importance.

This new theory of mimicry, produced by natural selection, was
not at all welcome to Westwood and he warned E. B. P o u 1-

t o n, as a young student against the new doctrine. Little did he

know that Poulton was, in the same chair, to become the foremost

champion of that doctrine as applied to the coloration of insects,

and that the Hope Department was to become a centre for the

advancement of the study of natural selection (6). We s t w o o d,

in 1866 (7) brought forv^^ard arguments against Bates' theory,

many of which are not in harmony with modern knowledge. He
contended that "the relation which had been termed mimetic resem-

blance was only an exaggerated analogy ; and as these analogies

(more or less complete) were found to occur throughout nature it

might be assumed that they formed an element in creation, and

hence that it would be unphilosophical and illogical to refer their

occurrence in a more striking degree in any one instance to a special

cause, although the analogy did certainly in many cases seem to

be given to the creature for purposes of protection. The
admission that the God of Nature created these species in their

present mimetic condition for some wise but hidden purpose dis-

posed of all difficulty".
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Thus the great taxonomist disposed of the new theory by put-

ting it up on an inaccessible shelf, and continued describing and
figuring his new species with superb skill. There is present in the

archives of the Hope Department a letter from J. E. Gray, of

the British Museum, as follows, which is of much interest. "My
dear Westwood, thanks for your letter in the Atheneum [1866,

Dec. 8, p. 753]. I think you have given the Mimickry its death blow.

I have always ridiculed it but you have given very strong argu-

ments against it. I never heard such a foolish theory, and so weakly
supported. Ever yours sincerely J. E. Gray. 7 Dec. 1866." It may
be said that J. E. Gray was no entomologist. (The letter to the

'Atheneum' repeated the arguments to be found under reference 7.).

The theory of mimicry, however, was not slain, and some 13 years

after G r a y's letter new light was thrown upon phenomena which
Bates himself had noticed, but could not explain, and which

We s t w o o d had brought forward as one of his arguments
against the Batesian theory, viz. "Because there were great num-
bers of instances of mimicry between the Heliconides themselves,

which could not have the inducement to mimicry attributed to the

Pieridae ".

Fritz Müller suggested that, since enemies need to learn

by experience in their youth what is palatable and what is ob-

jectionable, there is a certain amount of loss of life for the educa-

tion of the enemy. If several species together showed the same
conspicuous patterns the loss to any one species-member of the

group would be proportionately reduced. The number of indivi-

duals, bearing a certain pattern, that was destroyed by experiment-

al tasting might be the same as if that pattern were borne by one

species only, but each species in the combination would lose only

a fraction of the total. This process became known as Miillerian

mimicry, but is a phenomenon so different from Batesian mimicry

that further discussion is necessary.

P oui ton introduced the term 'Synaposematic' (= Common
Warning Colours) for Miillerian resemblances, and 'Pseudapose-

matic' (^ False Warning Colours) for Batesian mimicry (8).

Batesian mimicry involves deceit (of course it is not to be under-

stood that this is conscious, as with a human actor), and is,

as P o u 1 1 o n has said, analogous to the fraudulent use of the

trademark of a large and prosperous firm by one smaller and less

efficient, so that the latter can sell poor goods under the guise of

better-class ware. The Miillerian process, however, is analogous

to a large combination of firms all using the same trademark

whereby knowledge of their goods reaches a wider public. Since

Batesian mimicry involves deceit it cannot be very common. For if,

among a number of insects with a certain appearance, a fairly large

proportion is found to be edible, it will be worth an enemy's while

to catch and examine all that he can, on the chance that any one

may be edible. Thus, mimicry, if too abundant, will defeat itself
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and consequently must be rare : it functions by increasing the

amount of work to be done by an enemy selecting its food from
among a plentiful choice.

Müllerian resemblance, on the other hand, is valuable to its

exponents because it renders the education of the enemy easier,

since he will have fewer patterns to learn. Thus, in strong contrast

with mimicry, there is no logical limit to the number that may com-
bine to form what came to be known as a 'Müllerian association'.

The greater the number of species of objectionable insects that can

be recognised by experience derived from one of them, the better

for all concerned, both enemy and prey. This point is of funda-

mental importance and the development of knowledge of this sub-

ject, through the influence first of R. Me 1 d o 1 a and later of

P o u 1 1 o n and his associates has resulted in the probabihty that

a Müllerian element enters into a very large proportion of resem-

blances. Such associations should be thought of not as a 'ring' (a

term formerly used) but as a chain of which one end represents

high edibility, the other, objectionable qualities. Thus any link in

the chain may be more edible than its neighbour on one side, and
less edible than the link on the other side.

It may be asked why, then, do not all insects join together to

form a few vast Müllerian assemblages ? The answer is somewhat
of the same kind as that given to a similar query to Batesian

mimicry. If all insects were conspicuous and objectionable, and

insectivores still existed, they would simply have to choose from

insects at a higher level of inedibility. There would still be grades,

but the average insect would be (by present standards) nasty, and

the enemy would choose between 'very nasty' and 'less nasty', in-

stead of between 'nasty' and 'nice'. The question of edibility, like

other phenomena in nature, is relative, not absolute, a point

often overlooked by critics.

E. B. P o u 1 1 o n, the second Hope Professor, formed the strong-

est possible contrast to J. O. We s t w o o d, the first, who fought

against the doctrine of natural selection. P o u 1 1 o n from the

beginning wholeheartedly embraced it. His writings attracted a

body of collectors and field-naturalists, and material, chiefly from

the Ethiopian zoological region poured in to Oxford.

In 'The colours of Animals' he laid down a table in which all

forms of coloration could be seen in their relation to one another,

and in a series of addresses and essays he continually urged that

natural selection explained known phenomena as no other theory

could do. Reference to the 'obituary notice' of him pubhshed by
the Royal Society will give a guide to his chief writings, and may
be compared with obituaries of Westwood (9).

He was strongly opposed to the doctrine of Lamarck, and

used the cocoonmaking instinct of caterpillars as an example of the

complete failure of the theory of inheritance of acquired characters

to explain it. The series of actions leading to the production of a
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structure useful only for a future stage cannot be due to accumu-
lated experience passed on to a successor. No larva can profit by
experience of enemies : its best hope is to avoid experience of

enemies altogether. Failure or success is determined after the larva

has made the cocoon and it has no opportunity of improving it as

a result of experience.

Attempts to explain the similar appearances of insects found in

one area as due to environmental causes were refuted with the

case of the hosts of species of different orders resembling Can-
tharid beetles (Lycinae). During the larval stages when the colours

of the imago are being prepared the 'Lycoid' insects live under
conditions differing widely as regards temperature, humidity, illu-

mination, and food, and yet the end product resembles a Lycine.

The extensive collections of the Hope department encouraged
the study of geographical variations, and the changes undergone
by a polymorphic species in different areas. (10) Poulton
showed how a species that in one area resembles a certain other

species, in another part of its distribution may cease to resemble

that model, although it is present, and may follow another, more
profitable, model.

Seasonal variations were also shown, at least in some very stri-

king cases, to be attributable to the action of natural selection. The
proof by breeding that Nymphaline butterflies of the genus Precis

in Africa, hitherto believed to be different species, could be sorted

into pairs characteristic respectively of the wet or dry season, led

Poulton to a minute study of coloration and pattern by which
he showed that the elements of the pattern of one form are present

in the other, but that development in one or other direction brings

out the characteristics of either form (11). The dry season, which
is the time of greater stress owing to scarcity of insect life, is asso-

ciated with inconspicuous, or even concealing, coloration ; the wet
season form is more conspicuous. Poulton wrote (pp. 458—9)
"under the shock of Mr. Ma r s h a 1 1's discovery ... the systematist

may well feel doubts about the foundation upon which his science

has been erected. In these distracting circumstances a firm belief

in natural selection will be found to exercise a wonderfully calming
and steadying influence."

The Hope department has been especially associated with the

study of two African species of butterfly, mimetic, and amazingly
polymorphic. Papilio dardanus Brown (12) is widely spread from
Abyssinia to the Cape and from east to west, and wherever it

occurs (with an exception to be noted) the female differs comple-
tely from the male and resembles one or more common and distaste-

ful species of that region. In Madagascar it exists in a form be-
lieved to be the ancestral race, in which the female differs little

from the male. There is, however, in the highlands of East Africa,

a race in which variability seems to have been uncontrolled and a

great number of forms occur not like any model, but transitional
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in appearance either between male and mimetic female or between

two forms of mimetic female. This has been more recently put on

a statistical basis by Ford (see 12 B pp. 452—3). In this area

there is a great scarcity of the species usually serving as models,

and P o u 1 1 o n claimed that selection is here in abeyance. It is a

matter of difference, so far as coloration is concerned, whether

particular individuals were, or were not, like Danaids, as these

were not there to protect by their presence.

The same point has been further elaborated in the case of the

African Nymphaline butterfly Pseudacraea eurytus L., one of the

Limenitidi. This has much the same distribution as P. dardanus

save that it is absent from Madagascar : its male is equally mime-
tic, with its female, of species of the Acraeine genus Bematistes,

formerly Planema. It may mimic a species alike in both sexes, or

each sex may mimic the appropriate sex of a dimorphic species,

or a female form may mimic another species alike in both sexes

but not mimicked by any male form, or a dimorphic model may
be —as usual —mimicked by the appropriate sex of the Pseu-

dacraea but there is a second form of the female mimicking the

male of the model. It is now clear that Pseudacraea eurytus re-

presents a species complex in various degrees of separation, but

there is no anatomical reason for separating the forms into the

distinct species to which they were formerly assigned on the

grounds of colour and pattern. The story of the development of

knowledge was told by P oui ton (13) : it has been the good

fortune of the present writer (14) using the store of material in

the Hope Department, to show that in areas where Bematistes are

scarce the forms of Pseudacraea show great variation, and that

in different areas the prevailing form of Pseudacraea is that resem-

bling the predominant model. This is even the case in different

islands of the Sese Archipelago in the north-west corner of Lake

Victoria.

'Accidental resemblance', or parallel mutation, have been claimed

as possible explanation, of mimetic resemblances. The fact must be

accepted that quite good resemblances do exist between insects

even of different continents. One of the workers in the Hope
Department (15) took considerable trouble to bring together a

series of butterfhes and moths from different parts of the world

showing a similar simple pattern and coloration, though few are

as much alike as Bematistes and Pseudacraea. A remarkable case

which was not included in that list is the really striking Hkeness

between the common holarctic Vanessa antiopa L. and the upper

surface of the oriental Cethosia leschenaulti Godt., which is of a

coloration very unusual for that genus.

The Hope department has paid much attention to predacious

insects as possible agents of natural selection. It was formerly

erroneously supposed that a species distasteful to vertebrates was
similarly objectionable to other predators. P o u 1 1 o n and his fol-
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lowers (16) showed that this is not so and that predacious insects

and parasites are not deterred by quahties which protect their prey

against vertebrates : some even speciaHze on such prey.

This is only to be expected, as a species must be controlled

somehow. The selective agents believed to be the cause of mimicry

in butterflies have been shown by P o u 1 1 o n and his followers to

be birds. But it is often said that birds do not eat butterfhes. So
far back as the time of Mülle r, however, the often noted sym-
metrical injuries of wings had suggested the attacks of birds ; this

however is only indirect evidence (17). Since one of P o u 1 1 o n's

associates in South Africa observed a bird eat a butterfly and

found on the dismembered wings the A-shaped impression made
by the edges of the beak upon the scales, on both surfaces of the

wing (18), the subject of 'beak-marks' has been pursued intensi-

vely. It has often been found possible to identify the species of

bird which had attacked a butterfly by study of the beak-mark.

Statistical analysis of a large numlîer of 'beak-marks' (19) col-

lected at Oxford has provided results nicely conforming to what
theory demands. An interesting corollary of this subject is the

unexpected paucity of specimens of butterflies bearing the imprints

of the jaws of lizards (20). Those who deny that birds eat butter-

flies readily admit that Hzards do so, and some even claim that they

must be the agents producing mimicry by selective attacks. This

point has been refuted by P o u 1 1 o n (21 ). The paucity of 'lizard-

marks' is probably to be explained by the fact that hzards capture

butterfhes at rest, and have had ample opportunity to inspect their

prey, and once they have made up their mind do not let go.

Space does not permit more than brief mention of other subjects

intimately associated with the Hope department, viz : H a mm's

observations on the courtship of Empidid flies (22), which showed
a complete evolutionary series : the study of scent-producing scales

in Pieridae by D i x e y (23) and the minute anatomy of the com-
plicated scent-producing apparatus by Eltringham in Danaid
butterflies and its use in nature by sundry observers (24) : nume-
rous carefully conducted experiments under natural conditions to

test the real value of cryptic, aposematic and mimetic coloration

(25) : the development by Dixey of his theory of 'reciprocal

mimicry' or 'Diaposematic approach' (26), by which each of two

species, of different genera, sacrifices some feature of coloration

characteristic of its genus and adopts a feature characteristic of

the other, the result being in some degree a mean between the two :

lastly, the recent studies by Ford on the affinities of butterflies

as shown by the chemical constitution of certain pigments (27).

Nor has taxonomy been neglected since We s t w o o d's days,

as shown by studies of Charaxes, Acraea, Heliconius (28) ; while

many bionomic notes (29) have appeared in the pubhcations of

the Royal Entomological Society of London, with the foundation

of which the first Hope Professor was so closely connected.
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The Hope Department is now approaching its centenary and
when that comes it is hoped that there will be some prospect of con-
tinuing on an even larger scale such investigations as will still

further estabhsh the immortal doctrine of Natural Selection.
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